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The Paper

The paper by Lin, Jialiu, et al.[LAH+12] presents a privacy model of privacy
as expectations. Based on this concept they do a crowdsourcing study to
map users’ expectations for a set of popular Android apps. The researchers
also present a revised Android Market permission screen that leverages this
model and crowdsourced data to present a more efficient view to the user.

The concept of privacy as expectations is based on the more general
concept of mental models. Mental models are the basis upon which our
thinking on specific subject relies, and in a sense represent our (incomplete)
understanding of the underlying reality that governs that specific subject.
Lin, Jialiu, et al. “argue that by allowing people to see the most common
misconceptions about an app, we can rectify people’s mental models and help
them make better trust decisions”. In order to do this, one needs to identify
these common misconceptions, which is indeed what they do.

The researchers conducted a study on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk in order
to crowdsource user’s mental models. They further argue that not only is
such crowdsourcing techniques applicable to the paper in question, but that
such techniques would be useful in a widely used setting, or even the Android
Market itself. The study was conducted by presenting participants with one
application, it’s description and one related permission. The participant is
then either told about or asked to speculate on the reasoning and use of
selected permission, and finally asked about the comfort level for approving
that permission. The study consisted of a total of 5360 accepted responses
from 179 Android users. Participants were restricted to US residents only and
required to have a 75% approval rate on Mechanical Turk, the final average
approval rating being being 97%. This data was then compared with actual
resource use, which was uncovered by analyzing actual functionality of the
applications using TaintDroid[EGH+14].
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One of the, perhaps less surprising results, were that a better under-
standing of actual resource usage meant less surprise when permission for
said resource was asked. But even further that users did not gain a bet-
ter understanding of resource use by simply knowing that it was accessed.
The comparison between groups that were asked to speculate and were in-
formed of the purpose of permissions also showed that understanding the
permissions led to higher comfort in granting those permissions. This, as
the researchers note, implies that not only does such additional information
allow users to make better decisions on granting permission, it also makes
them more comfortable with those decisions.

The main improvements in the presented new privacy summary interface
is that it focuses on conveying permission purpose and fixing misconceptions
uncovered by prior crowdsourcing. Other improvements include prioritizing
and highlighting important data and avoiding technical jargon. The new
interface was then evaluated in another Mechanical Turk study, concentrating
on how it impacted users privacy awareness and the comprehensibility and
efficiency of the interface. This latter study had 67 participants with an
average Mechanical Turk approval rate of 96.31%. Each evaluated permission
and application pair was assigned 20 unique participants, and a total of 237
responses was gathered. The study showed that the interface indeed resulted
in heightened privacy awareness, better retention of information, and finally
required no additional time from the users.

The stated long term vision of the work is a scalable privacy evaluation
system that leverages crowdsourcing. The crowdsourcing sidesteps the issue
of requiring users to spend time and effort to evaluate privacy concerns, and
while not free, the researchers believe that crowdsourcing would scale well1.
And indeed it seems that compared to the 2012 Android Market interface
the proposed interface would be a marked improvement.

Today, and Beyond

The most obvious criticism, or perhaps rather pedantry hindsight, is that
the Android Market, now Google Play Store, no longer exhibits the same
characteristics fixed by the proposed new interface. It would however, I think,
be a mistake to dismiss the paper based on that one observation. While the
current Android model for granting permissions is markedly different, it in
many ways corrects the same issues presented in this paper. It would however
seem that the current system does little to address the discrepancy between

1During the study the evaluation of one application with 20 participants cost $2.40,
and the researchers suggests there is ample room for improvement.
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actual resource use, the stated (or contextually implied) use of resources, and
the users mental model.

One glaring difference with the current Android permission model and the
presented one is the amount of information. The researchers themselves note
that few people read policies, EULAs and the like, and other research seems
to agree[FHE+12], yet, they still propose a fix that essentially amounts to just
reading different things. While their study shows that the proposed interface
indeed was an improvement, the study was conducted with people paid to
read and act on the information. If most people actually never bother to read
the improved information the gained improvement seems largely irrelevant,
although the reason for not reading could of course be the poor quality of
the interface. It might also be worth noting that further research (partially
by the same researchers) has indeed refined the interface and fixed much of
these gripes by introducing a front-page Privacy Facts view[KCS13].

One of the motivations for the new privacy overview interface was that it
would use the crowdsourced information to bridge the gap between common
mental models for the app functionality and it’s actual functions. One of
the reasons for this gap, as stated in the paper, is that the decisions need to
be made before actually using the app, and therefore before a more accurate
mental model can be formed. This issue is to some extent sidestepped by
the recently added Android runtime permission prompts, which allows the
permissions to be requested when they are used and therefore providing a
clearer context for the use. The current system also seems to have heeded the
advice of this and other[BLCDK10] mental model approaches that suggest
minimal and clear information displays.

I do find the mental model approach very productive in gaining insights
on user behavior and decision making, both with regards to how this paper
addresses user expectations and others address security in general[Was10].
Using Mechanical Turk seems to be well suited for finding such common
traits, and indeed the finding of this study are quite interesting. It would be
interesting to further study the relation between security expectations and
the underlying mental models of security, like those presented in [Was10].
This could to some extent address the growing divide between layperson and
expert views. I think a better understanding of that divide is crucial for
providing users with understandable and useful security interfaces, advice,
and education.

Despite my previous endorsement and the seemingly widespread use of
Mechanical Turk I am not entirely convinced of it’s use in testing real life
scenarios and interfaces. Especially in cases where the actual prompts are
often ignored, due to warning fatigue or other reasons, it seems somewhat
counterintuitive to test in an environment that explicitly forces participants
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to deal with the interface instead of ignoring it as most users do. One alter-
native would be to conduct an observational study with instrumented mobile
phones. Most of the information gathered through Mechanical Turk could
be transparently gathered with a modified application marketplace. Such
information would provide more reliable data on actual usage in a normal
setting. Additional user opinions could be gathered by using an unobtrusive
notifications accessible when convenient. Such a study would require custom
software and consenting participants, but could none the less be feasible to
conduct.

The idea of supplementing the app store view with data gathered by
analyzing actual use, either with TaintDroid or other instrumentation, seems
like a good one. I do however not know if such a public evaluation would
be feasible from a legal standpoint. Further, it would seem that something
similar is already internally done by the Google App Store[goo]. It would
also seem questionable to provide such statements as the analysis actually
does nothing to prevent future misbehavior. A possible solution could be an
additional security layer that did either runtime or post hoc comparison to
ensure that an application stays within expected parameters, or perhaps just
that it’s functionality doesn’t markedly change. It is however not obvious
how such a system should react to transgressions without further confusing
the user, nor is it evident how reliable such an easily testable system could
be when facing intentional circumvention attempts.

I have found that privacy research at times is somewhat contradicted as
to whether the purpose is simply to have the user accept the permissions,
or to actually assist the user in better understanding and evaluating the re-
lated threats. The presented research aims towards the latter, but falls short
on clarifying to the user the underlying issues and instead addresses only
the immediate functional expectations. It is however questionable whether a
one-fits-all threat-model can be provided, or indeed if one exists at all. Per-
haps instead we should strive to better understand the user’s mental models,
perceived threats and security expectations. User could then be assisted in
forming a functional mental model, that, while not precisely reflecting the
real world, leads to behaviour that is secure and private enough[Was10].
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